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chapter XI.
it is now time that we should know something more of Wil-
nelm's father and of Werner's; two men of very different modes of
thinking, but whose opinions so far coincided, that both regarded
commerce as the noblest calling, and both were peculiarly atten-
tive to every advantage which any kind of speculation might pro-
duce to them. Old Meister, when his father died, had turned into
money a valuable collection of pictures, drawings, copperplates and
antiquities : he had entirely rebuilt and furnished his house in the
newest style, and turned his other property to profit in all possi-
ble ways. A considerable portion of it he had embarked in trade,
under the direction of the elder Werner, a man noted as an active -
merchant, whose speculations were commonly favoured by fortune.
But nothing was so much desired by Meister as to confer upon
his son those qualities of which himself was destitute, and to
leave his children advantages which he reckoned it of the highest
importance to possess. Withal, he felt a peculiar inclination for
magnificence; for whatever catches the eye, and possesses at
the same time real worth and durability. In his house he would
have all things solid and massive; his stores must be copious
and rich; all his plate must be heavy; the furniture of his table
costly. On the other hand, his guests were seldom invited; for
every dinner was a festival, which, both for its expense and for
its inconvenience, could not often be repeated. The economy of
his house went on at a settled, uniform rate; and everything that
moved or had place in it was just what yielded nov one any real
enjoyment.
The elder Werner, in his dark and hampered house, led quite
another sort of life. The business of the day, in his narrow count-
ing-house, at his ancient desk, once done, Werner liked to eat
well, and, if possible, to drink better. Nor could he fully enjoy
good things in solitude; with his family he must always see at
table his Mends, and any stranger that had the slightest con-
nexion with his house. His chairs were of unknown age and
antique fashion; but he daily invited some to sit on them. The
dainty victuals arrested the attention of his guests, and none re-
marked that they were served up in common ware. His cellar
held no great stock of wine; but the emptied niches were usually
filled by more of a superior sort.

